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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 This chapter present the review of related literature about listening which 

covers definition of listening, purposes of listening, basic types of listening and 

problem in listening. Each part will be explained in the following. 

  2.1 Definition of Listening Skills 

In learning English, there are four skills that students have to mastered 

among others reading, listening, speaking and writing. But in this review the 

researcher only focus on listening. 

Listening is essential part for student to improve their ablity in 

communication process. According to Rost (1994), listening is really significant 

part in learning english because listening present input for learners and also an 

significant section to development students’ knowledge. Therefore listening is 

important  which students and teachers must give enough attention and focus to 

gain communication aims. 

The important thing in listening is express by Brown (2001), he stated that 

“Listening is major component in language learning and teaching because in the 

classroom learners do more listening than speaking”. It means listening is very 

important thing in our daily life. 

As quoted by Oxford (1993), listening is intricate problem solving skill and 

it also over comprehension of the sound. Listening also contain comprehension of 

basic language skills. 
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Listening has different definition with hearing although both of that involve 

the use of ears. Listening is activities that people do consciosly, it implicate the 

understanding and analysis a sound that you have listen, whereas hearing indicate 

to capability to understand a sound, by gain a vibrations via ears. As Rost (1994) 

said, “Although both hearing and listening involve sound perception, the difference 

in terms reflect a degree of intention”. So listening and hearing are not synonymic, 

listening require making sense of what speaker said while hearing happens when 

ears get a sound send by a speaker. 

 Listening is the skill to analyze and comprehend what the speaker say thru 

seeing the dialect, vocabulary, grammar, pronounciation also comprehend the point. 

Rost (1994) said, “succesful listening involves an integration of these component 

skill. In this sense, listening is a coordination of the component skills, not the 

individual skill themselves. This intergration of these skills constitutes a person’s 

listening ability”.          

 2.2 Listening Sequence 

Listening sequence is divided into three section: Pre-listening, While-

listening and Post-listening. These three section will be explained in the following 

point. 

a. Pre-listening 

The pre-listening section describe as moment that help learners to 

ready what will be listen and this allows learners an opportunity to 

complete their assignment. The first part of pre-listening involves 

animating the outlines so it will guild learners to view the measure of the 

passage. The second part is to prepare why to listen, is there a question 
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that need to be completed and also maybe the learners have to ask 

question based on things that they hear.  

b. While-listening 

The students will hear the info once, maybe listening for the point. 

Then students listen for the second time, in order to check or to answer 

more specified question. It important to students that they should do 

different tasks while they listen (listening to check the answer a little bit 

different with listening to answer the question).  

c. Post-listening 

The whole class check the answer from the task they have do, then 

discusses about the difficulties such as new vocabulary, and reaction to 

content or material that students have do.  

These three sequence that explained above is the most general sequence for a 

listening class, even though the duration of each section maybe different. 

 2.3 Listening Principle 

Based on Harmer (2007), there are five principles in listening. Here are the 

principle: 

1. Stimulate learners as often as possible to hear 

A lot of time learners spend their  time to listen, their listening ability 

will be better. Then the better learners got at concept of pronounciation, 

they will apply it properly. 
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2. Guild learners ready to listen. 

Learners must ready to listen. It imply that learners require to see a 

photo or illustration, talk about the point or subject, and maybe see the 

question one time. It makes learners get involved with the topic and task 

in listening class.  

 

3. Once may not be enough. 

Learners always want to hear again what has been said to obtain the 

things that they do not notice from the beginning they heard. Then teachers 

might want the students to gain an opportunity to learn several language 

aspects on the record. Students should ask for a repitition also briefing or 

explanation in case they need it. The beginning they listen the recording is 

to let learners  imaging the speaker sound like, and the overall topic, thus 

following listening is very helpful. For following listening, teacher might 

pause tape at several point. 

   

4. Push learners to not just attention to language used but also the content 

of listening 

A key of listening order is because teachers can describe the purpose 

of what is said before, pay close attention to what is purpose and to know 

student’s impression about the content. Question like “do you agree with 

the speaker?” also “did you find out the listening interisting? Why?” are 

necessary question as well as “what language is used by speaker?”. 
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5. Unequal listening stage require a dissimilar listening assignment. 

Many various types of asignment that teachers do in listening class, 

another listening level imply that teachers must arrange disparate task. It 

intend that in beginning listening, the assignment could be be easier and 

common. 

2.4 Major Problem in Listening  

  Acording to Azmi Bingol, Celik, Yidliz, and Tugrul Mart (2014), 

there are a lot of difficulties that students may faced in the listening class and 

the aim is to be aware of these problem and try to solve it. That several 

problem are as follows: 

a. Quality of Recorded Materials 

In several classes, lecturer used recorded materials that do not have 

high quality. The quality of recorded can effect the understandings of 

students’ listening  (Azmi Bingol, Celik, Yidliz, and Tugrul Mart, 2014). 

b. Cultural Differences 

Student must be familiar with the cultural knowledge of language that 

has important impact on the students’ understandings. If the listening task 

comprises totally different cultural materials then students may have critical 

problems in their understanding. It is the responsibility of lecturers to deliver 

knowledge about the listening activities in advance  (Azmi Bingol, Celik, 

Yidliz, and Tugrul Mart, 2014). 

c. Accent 

Munro and Derwing (1999), expressed that too many accented speech 

can lead to an important reduction in comprehension. According to Goh 
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(1999), 66% of students said that speakers’ accent as one of the most key 

factor that affect listener comprehension. Unfamiliar accent both native or 

non-native English can make serious problem in listening comprehension and 

familiarity with the accent help students’ comprehension.       

d. Unfamiliar Vocabularies  

Acording to Azmi Bingol, Celik, Yidliz, and Tugrul Mart (2014), 

when listening text including known words it would be easy for learners to 

them. If learners can recognize the meaning of the words it can raise students 

interest and motivation and also can have good effect on learner’s listening 

ability.  

e. Length and Speed of Listening 

Acording to Azmi Bingol, Celik, Yidliz, and Tugrul Mart (2014) 

stated that the level of learners can have important part when they listen long 

parts and keep thinking about information in their mind. It hard for lower 

level learners to listen more than three minutes long and do the listening task. 

Short listening section make it easy listening comprehension and minimize 

students tiredness. According to Underwood (1989), speed can cause 

listening passage difficult. If the speaker speak too fast learners may faced 

serious problem to understand the words. In that situation, listener are not able 

to take control the speed of speaker and it can make critical problem in 

listening class.       

In addition, many of researcher have been study to discover the 

problem in listening. The problem caused by the speech level, vocabulary and 

pronountiation. As Flowerdew & Miller (1996) conclude that the problem of 
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the learners were talk rate, new terminolgy and construct, trouble in focusing 

and the physical surroundings. As Nguyen Ngoan (2013), declared on his 

paper “listening to VOA: advantages, problems and solution”  student must 

faces that three issues. Initially, learners discover it difficult to comprehend a 

right name as have never heard of it previously. In another  words, learners 

have no experience with the vocab that they listen. The next problem is 

assured growing from the unusual, uninteristing and for a long time listening 

that makes learners find it weird, discourange also tired with what they hear. 

The latter one is presumed to be as the sound connection also speech pattern 

uttered by native speaker in various accents. 

Similar to Yagang (1994), Rost (1994) has identified the students 

problems as follow: acuity of hearing, discrimination and auditory perception, 

attention and concentration, comprehension. 

a. Acuity of hearing 

Some students have physical problem that make them not 

participating full in the class because of environmental problem such as 

noises. Learners can not hear what is said by speaker or tape recording.   

b. Distinction and auditory perception 

Several students may find it hard by auditory problem (look back 

things they heard) and logical remembrance (recalling in right logical the 

words or pharse that heard before).  

c. Attention and concentration 
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Many students encounter dificulties in listening class because lack 

of attention and concentration. Such learners may not be adapting well 

because some interference in the class. 

d. Comprehension 

Lot of students have difficulties with different aspect of listening 

comprehension. Some of them have trouble with factual or literal 

comprehension (recognition what was said or what facts were appointed), 

other have trouble to interpretation (categorizing new information or finding 

cause-effect relationship between facts), other have difficulties with critical 

listening (put to use information that was heard and problem solving). And 

the other student may have trouble to appreciating or commenting critically 

on what they have heard.    

2.5 Linguistic and Non-Linguistic Problem In Listening 

    According to Sadtono (1995), language learning has two problem, 

there are linguistic aspect and non-linguistic aspect: 

a. Linguistic aspect are related to language. They are pronounciation, 

grammar, vocabulary. 

b. Non-linguistic aspect are related to non language such as the student, 

teacher, method, facilities, motivation and etc.   

 

 


